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Abstract (max 300 words) 

Previous research indicates that synthetic speech can be as persuasive as human speech (Stern 

et al., 1999). However, there is a lack of empirical validation on interactive goal-oriented tasks. 

In our two-stage study (Dubiel et al., 2020), which comprised of online listening test and 

interactive evaluation, we compared participants’ perception of the persuasiveness of synthetic 

voices created from speech in a debating style (IBM Debater dataset (Mirkin et al., 2018)) vs. 

speech created from audio-books (Libri TTS dataset (Zen et al., 2019)). The goal of the first 

stage was to select the single most persuasive synthetic voice per dataset, thus providing a 

persuasive voice for the second stage, and a strong baseline voice for comparison. In the second 

stage (interactive evaluation), participants undertook a series of search tasks, interacting with 

a Conversational Agent (CA) to achieve the goal of selecting a flight. In each task, the CA 

attempted to persuade participants to change their original flight selection by providing 

counterarguments. We evaluated the persuasiveness of the CA via: (1) questionnaires adapted 

from Stern et al. (1999), covering perception of the message, voice, and personal qualities of 

the speaker; (2) the number of times a participant followed the recommendation of the CA. We 

found that participants who interacted with the CA using the voice created from the debating 

style speech rated it as significantly more truthful and more involved (qualities of persuasive 

speakers) than the CA using the audio-book-based voice. However, there was no difference in 

how frequently each group followed the CA’s recommendations during interactive goal-

oriented tasks. While our findings are preliminary and further experiments in different domains 

would be required to assess their validity, our proposed experiment is an important step towards 

more ecologically-valid evaluation of text-to-speech quality for systems designed to support 

decision making in goal-oriented tasks.  
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